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 Audiolingual Method vs. Communicative Language 
Teaching from the Perspective of Complexity Theory 
 William KUMAI 
 Introduction: At the Intersection of Two Strands 
 　 In 1991, the year the author of this paper began teaching at Nanzan Junior College, Japanese 
English language education was changing.  Two years earlier, the then Ministry of Education 
released its  Course of Study Guidelines for Senior High Schools (Monbusho, 1989), where in 
chapter 2, section 8, recommendations for foreign language (mainly English) study were given. 
There was a new keyword included, “communication,” as Yoshida (2003, p. 291) explains: 
 More major changes did not occur until the 1989 revision, which first used the expression 
“communication” in the course of study.  It emphasized that students were to gain a positive attitude 
toward communicating in the foreign language and should deepen their understanding of international 
society. 
 Up to that time, the Audiolingual Method and Grammar Translation were used in foreign 
language education (Tahira, 2012, pp. 3 ― 4). 
 　 Larsen-Freeman’s 1997 pioneering work on chaos/complexity science and second language 
acquisition was the focus of a study group, of which this author was a member, exploring the 
application of the emerging discipline of complexity science to second language pedagogy.  The 
research led to the publication of the Kindt, et al., paper in 1999, the year this author joined 
Nanzan Junior College as a full-time faculty member.  Subsequently, this author has written a 
number of papers on how complexity theory sheds light on second language teaching and 
learning (of which the current paper is included): heuristics for language activities derived 
from fitness landscapes (Kumai, 1999); complexity analysis of the human tape recorders 
activity (Kumai, 2000); activities that adapt to multiple L2 levels (Kumai, 2003); improving 
textbook activities with complexity theory (Kumai, 2005); complexity analysis of the origami 
marketplace activity (Kumai, 2007); complexity analysis of task-based language teaching 
(Kumai, 2009); local dynamics and small groups (Kumai, 2010); global dynamics and small 
groups (Kumai, 2012); contextual dynamics and small groups (Kumai, 2013); complexity 
analysis of Long’s Interaction Hypothesis (Kumai, 2014); and an update to the 1999 heuristics 
paper (Kumai, 2016). 
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 　 Given these two strands, one from Monbusho and the other from the study group, a modern 
perspective on the Audiolingual Method and Communicative Language Teaching by using 
complexity theory as the tool for analysis was chosen as this author’s research contribution for 
this collection of papers for the 50th anniversary of Nanzan Junior College.  This paper begins 
with short overviews of the Audiolingual Method, Communicative Language Teaching, and 
complexity theory; these are followed by comparisons of the two teaching methods in terms of 
ten features of complex adaptive systems; and the paper finishes with how fitness landscapes 
can explain various phenomena associated with the two. 
 The Audiolingual Method 
 　 The Audiolingual Method, hereafter designated ALM, is based on the scientific description 
of the target language; this research pursuit is known as structural linguistics (Richards and 
Rodgers, 2014, p. 62).  Structural linguistics informs the ALM syllabus; L2 lessons are 
sequenced in order of difficulty from the perspective of L1 (p. 66).  The theory of learning for 
ALM comes from behavioral psychology, using the stimulus-response-(positive or negative/
zero) reinforcement (p. 64).  Combining structural linguistics and behavioral psychology leads 
to drills and pattern practices so that language becomes a matter of “automatic habit” (Fries, 
1945, p. 3). 
 　 Brown and Lee (2015, p. 22) give the following list of characteristics of ALM: 
 ・Most language material was presented directly, with as little use of the students’ L1 as possible. 
 ・New material was usually presented in (spoken) dialogue form. 
 ・ Mimicry, memorization, and overlearning of language patterns were emphasized, with an effort to get 
students to produce error-free utterances. 
 ・Grammatical structures were sequenced by means of contrastive analysis. 
 ・Grammar and vocabulary were taught by inductive analogy and contextualized in dialogs. 
 ・Great importance was attached to pronunciation. 
 ・Courses capitalized on the use of tapes, language labs, and visual aids. 
 Communicative Language Teaching 
 　 Communicative Language Teaching, hereafter designated CLT, is based on having 
students focus on communication and meaning (Littlewood, 1981, pp. 1 ― 6).  There are many 
kinds of CLT syllabi (Richards ＆ Rodgers, 2014, p. 94) but a major syllabus type is based on 
communicative functions and notions (Finocchiaro ＆ Brumfit, 1983; Richards ＆ Rodgers, 
2014, pp. 92 ― 93).  CLT does not have a clear-cut theory of learning.  Richards and Rodgers 
(2014, p. 90) propose three learning principles: the communication principle where “activities 
that involve real communication promote learning”; the task principle where “activities in 
which language is used for carr ying out meaningful tasks promote learning”; and the 
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meaningful principle where “language that is meaningful to the learner supports the learning 
process.” 
 　 Brown (2014, p. 236) gives the following list of characteristics of CLT: 
 1.  Classoom goals are focused on all components of [communicative competence] and not restricted to 
grammatical or linguistic competence. 
 2.  Language techniques are designed to engage learners in the pragmatic, authentic, functional use of 
language for meaningful purposes. 
 3.  Fluency and accuracy are seen as complementary principles underlying communicative techniques.  At 
times fluency may have to take on more importance than accuracy in order to keep learners 
meaningfully engaged in language use. 
 4.  In the communicative classroom, students ultimately have to use the language, productively and 
receptively, in unrehearsed contexts. 
 Complexity Theory and Complex Adaptive Systems 
 　 Complexity Theory analyzes emergent behavior from a set of interacting elements and their 
environment, where the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.  This set, as well as the 
environment in which it is embedded, is called a complex adaptive system, or CAS, because its 
elements are adapting to changes and consequently the system as a whole also adapts.  More 
concretely and closer to our topic of language teaching, Beckner, et al. (2009, p. 2) describe the 
key features of language as a CAS: 
 (a) The system consists of multiple agents (the speakers in the speech community) interacting with one 
another.  (b) The system is adaptive; that is, speakers’ behavior is based on their past interactions, and 
current and past interactions together feed forward into future behavior.  (c) A speaker’s behavior is the 
consequence of competing factors ranging from perceptual mechanics to social motivations.  (d) The 
structures of language emerge from interrelated patterns of experience, social interaction, and cognitive 
processes. 
 The advantages of this perspective can be seen in the following example phenomena Beckner, 
et al., (p. 2) give as being explainable by a CAS: 
 variation at all levels of organization; the probabilistic nature of linguistic behavior; continuous change 
within agents and across speech communities; the emergence of grammatical regularities from the 
interaction of agents in language use; and stagelike transitions due to underlying nonlinear processes. 
 　 In the next several sections, this paper will use an earlier alternative set of features, provided 
by one of the members of the Beckner, et al., group. 
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 The Larsen-Freeman Ten 
 　 Larsen-Freeman (1997, p. 142) listed the following ten characteristics of a CAS: dynamic, 
complex, nonlinear, chaotic, unpredictable, sensitive to initial conditions, open, self-organizing, 
feedback sensitive, and adaptive.  ALM and CLT are compared through the lens of these ten 
characteristics. 
 Dynamic 
 　 Dynamic refers to the system changing over time.  By definition, all language students 
change as they learn, but the structure and sources of the changes differ in ALM and CLT.  In 
ALM, the source of change is external from the students, namely, the instructor.  The learner 
obtains all L2 stimuli and reinforcement from the instructor or materials and responds 
accordingly.  The structure of the information flow is static: the same stimulus-response-
reinforcement model (Richards ＆ Rodgers, 2014, p. 64) is followed throughout.  Thus, on one 
higher level of abstraction, the dynamicism necessary for a CAS is missing.  On the other hand, 
in CLT, the source of change can be found not only in the instructor but also from other 
classmates and the learners themselves.  As CLT is focused on communication (p. 87), 
classmates are also a source of stimulus; at the same time, the learner may initiate L2 
communication on his or her own.  Longitudinally, various tasks are used in CLT (p. 97), unlike 
the repetitively similar pattern drills of ALM (pp. 67 ― 69); the interactions and relationships 
required by the CLT tasks vary.  Thus, on both short and long time scales we find the structure 
of information flow of CLT is dynamic. 
 Complex 
 　 Behavior in ALM is manufactured from the stimulus-response-reinforcement pattern of 
learning (Richards ＆ Rodgers, 2014, p. 64).  The desired behavior of the learner is established 
beforehand; the learner’s response can be evaluated in terms of deviance from the model 
answer, with the follow up reinforcement, negative or positive, adjusted accordingly.  ALM 
attempts to reduce the unknown factors (sources of mistakes) in language learning (p. 66). 
Complex systems, on the other hand, exhibit emergent behavior that cannot be discerned from 
an examination of their constituent parts individually.  The behavior emerges out of the 
interactions of the system’s various parts.  A basic activity of CLT illustrates this point: 
negotiation for meaning (Long, 1996, p. 418; Richards ＆ Rodgers, 2014, p. 96).  Meaning arises 
out of recasting L2 in various ways (interactions) until the intended meaning is communicated 
to (emerges in) the learner.  At the beginning of a negotiation for meaning, the steps to achieve 
meaning are not clear and are only known after (or emerge out of) the negotiation process. 
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 Nonlinear 
 　 The underlying theory of language for ALM is structural linguistics, which is derived from a 
linear, building-block perspective.  Richards and Rodgers (2014, pp. 62 ― 63) offer the following 
three characteristics related to the adjective “structural”: 
 (a) Elements in a language were thought of as being linearly produced in a rule-governed (structured) 
way; (b) Language samples could be exhaustively described at any structural level of description 
(phonetic, phonemic, morphological, etc.); (c) Linguistic levels were thought of as systems within systems
―that is, as being pyramidally structured: phonemic systems led to morphemic systems, and these in turn 
led to the higher-level systems of phrases, clauses, and sentences. 
 The linearity is evident throughout the theory beginning with low-level elements, such as 
phonetic sounds, to the higher levels, such as sentences.  For this feature, there is similarity 
with a CAS in that the linearity at different scales parallels the self-similarities that define 
fractals, an important property found in a CAS (Larsen-Freeman, 1997, p. 146). 
 　 We can find another illustration of linearity and ALM in one of its foundational texts by Fries 
(1945, p. 3): 
 In learning a new language, then, the chief problem is not at first that of learning vocabulary items.  It is, 
first, the mastery of the sound system―to understand the stream of speech, to hear the distinctive sound 
features and to approximate their production.  It is, second, the mastery of the features of arrangement 
that constitute the structure of the language.  These are the matters that the native speaker as a child has 
early acquired as unconscious habits; they must become automatic habits of the adult learner of a new 
language.  Of course these things cannot be learned in a vacuum.  There must be sufficient vocabulary to 
operate the structures and represent the sound system in actual use.  A person has “learned” a foreign 
language when he has thus first,  within a limited vocabulary mastered the sound system (that is, he can 
understand the stream of speech and achieve an understandable production of it) and has, second, made 
the structural devices (that is, the basic arrangements of utterances) matters of automatic habit. 
[Underlining in original] 
 Matters are approached in building block fashion with each piece being mastered before going 
on to the next.  The process is controlled through “a limited vocabulary.” 
 　 A CAS, on the other hand, is nonlinear; combining elements may not result in their simple 
sum.  One of the central ideas behind CLT is that of communicative competence (Richards ＆ 
Rodgers, 2014, p. 87).  One model of communicative competence was put forward by Canale 
and Swain (Canale ＆ Swain, 1980, pp. 29 ― 31; Canale, 1983, pp. 6 ― 12).  Communicative 
competence has four components: grammatical (grammar and vocabulary), sociolinguistic 
(understanding the social context of language use), discourse (cohesion and coherence), and 
strategic (coping strategies for communication).  These four components do not combine 
simply to create language use.  In a negotiation for meaning, strategic competence comes to 
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the fore in order to repair a miscommunication; discourse competence comes into its own in a 
group task to create a story.  Both sociolinguistic and strategic competence are needed in 
impromptu role-plays.  In contrast to the linear or pyramidal structure of ALM, the image that 
emerges is one of areas of competence interconnected in a weblike network with some 
connections thicker than others depending on the situation, like a neural network (Rumelhart 
＆ McClelland, 1986).  Another image is that of nested levels (Larsen-Freeman ＆ Cameron, 
2008, p. 30: 
 In a complex system, there is connection across activity at different timescales and at different levels of 
social and human organization.  The different levels and scales do not stand in a hierarchical relation to 
each other, in which those at the top influence those lower down.  The influence of one level or scale on 
another can work in any direction, and we may be better to think of them as ‘nested.’ 
 Chaotic 
 　 ALM embodies orderliness.  As in the Fries (1945, p. 3) quotation above, the learner masters 
individual parts of a language to the point of being automatic habits.  Mistakes are avoided: “An 
attempt is made to minimize the possibilities for making mistakes both in speaking and writing 
by using a tightly structured approach to the presentation of new language items” (Richards ＆ 
Rodgers, 2014, p. 66).  Drills used in ALM present an orderly activity for learning. 
 　 However, disorderliness, that is, chaos, is an intrinsic part of a CAS.  Indeed, there is a 
special regime that a CAS enters into that is poised between the orderly and the chaotic called 
the edge of chaos.  Kauffman (1995, p. 26) states when discussing networks of cellular genes: 
“Networks in the regime near the edge of chaos―this compromise between order and surprise
―appear best able to coordinate complex activities and best able to evolve as well.” When 
introducing coevolution among two or more populations, Kauffman (p. 27) writes: 
 The edge-of-chaos image arises in coevolution as well, for as we evolve, so do our competitors; to remain 
fit, we must adapt to their adaptations.  In coevolving systems, each partner clambers up its fitness 
landscape toward fitness peaks [fitness landscapes and fitness peaks are addressed later in this paper], 
even as that landscape is constantly deformed by the adaptive moves of its coevolutionary partners. 
Strikingly, such coevolving systems also behave in an ordered regime, a chaotic regime, and a transition 
regime.  It is almost spooky that such systems seem to coevolve to the regime at the edge of chaos.  As if 
by an invisible hand, each adapting species acts according to its own selfish advantage, yet the entire 
system appears magically to a poised state where, on average, each does as best as can be expected. 
 　 CLT, by focusing on communication, often deals with unknowns, that is, the chaotic regime. 
In negotiation for meaning, the context for the communication as well as L2 knowledge 
represent the foundational order in the interaction; the chaos is found in the initial 
incomprehension and in the varied ways achieve communication: 
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 The devices employed in the negotiation process―repetitions, confirmations, reformulations, 
comprehension checks, confirmation checks, clarification requests, etc.―are used both strategically, to 
avoid conversation trouble, and tactically, to repair communication breakdowns when they occur. (Long, 
1996, p. 418) 
 The negotiation process itself is in the edge of chaos regime, poised between complete 
confusion and complete understanding, with L2 meaning the emergent phenomenon. 
 Unpredictable 
 　 Predictability permeates ALM, from its emphasis on drills and avoiding mistakes to its 
foundational principles.  The underlying theory of ALM is structural linguistics (Richards ＆ 
Rodgers, 2014, p. 62), which in turn is based on the scientific method of examining observable 
phenomena (Brown, 2014, p. 10).  From this perspective, 
 any notion of “idea” or “meaning” was “explanatory fiction,” and in both language and other behavior, the 
only legitimate “responses” were those that could be objectively perceived, recorded, and measured.  The 
unreliability of observation of states of consciousness, thinking, concept formation, or the acquisition of 
knowledge made such topics impossible to examine in a behavioral framework. (p. 10) 
 Through scientific observation, data on linguistic behavior can be gathered into a static, 
descriptive, reliable (predictable) model of teachable habits, or as Rivers states (1964, p. 19), 
“Foreign language learning is basically a mechanical process of habit formation.” 
 　 Structural linguistics also informs how a language is taught: 
 The descriptive practices of structural linguistics suggested a number of hypotheses about language 
learning, and hence about language teaching as well.  For example, since linguists normally described 
languages beginning with the phonological level and finishing with the sentence level, it was assumed that 
this was also the appropriate sequence for learning and teaching. (Richards ＆ Rodgers, 2014, p. 64) 
 We also have from Fries (1945, p. 5), 
 [t]he techniques of scientific descriptive analysis ... can provide a thorough and consistent check of the 
language material itself and thus furnish the basis for the selection of the most efficient materials to guide 
the efforts of the learner. 
 The syllabus of teaching a language can be predicted from how languages are described as well 
as from a contrastive analysis between L1 and L2 (Richards ＆ Rodgers, 2014, p. 66). 
 　 A CAS, however, is anything but predictable: “Perpetual novelty is the hallmark of  cas ” [italics 
in original] (Holland, 1995, p. 31).  In this way CLT embodies a basic characteristic of a CAS, 
for much of CLT involves having students face novel, from the perspective of L2, situations. 
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Littlewood (1981, pp. 20 ― 21) divides CLT activities into the two broad categories of functional 
communication (communicating meaning effectively) and social interaction (taking social 
context into account).  Richards and Rodgers (2014, p. 96) lists these examples for the former: 
 comparing sets of pictures and noting similarities and differences; working out a likely sequence of events 
in a set of pictures; discovering missing features in a map or picture; one learner communicating behind a 
screen to another learner and giving instructions on how to draw a picture or shape, or how to complete a 
map; following directions; and solving problems from shared clues. 
 Examples of the latter are “conversation and discussion sessions, dialogues and role plays, 
simulations, skits, improvisations, and debates” (p. 96).  Furthermore, within each activity the 
actual L2 utterances are not prescribed as in a drill or pattern practice in ALM; the instructor 
cannot predict what students may say.  In fact, inaccurate output is a criticism of CLT: “A 
continuing teacher concern has been the possible negative effect in pair or group work of 
imperfect modeling and student error” (p. 100).  Along with unpredictability comes the 
question of control in the class; but in CLT (Brown ＆ Lee, 2015, p. 269), “if control is thought 
of as predicting  everything that is going to transpire in a class hour, then you do not want to 
‘control’ because you will be thwarting the very nature of an interactive language classroom” 
[italics in original]. 
 　 The idea of syllabus is a difficult one in CLT (Richards ＆ Rodgers, 2014, pp. 92 ― 95) as CLT 
is focused on communication as used in a myriad of contexts.  How can these contexts be 
delimited and sequenced? Unlike ALM, the syllabus cannot be readily predicted from a set of 
principles.  Richards and Rodgers (p. 94) give eight example proposals (during the 1970s and 
1980s) for a CLT syllabus: structures plus functions; functional spiral around a structural core; 
structural, functional, instrumental; functional; notional; interactional; task-based; learner-
generated.  Thus both on a short-term scale, activities and their accompanying L2 utterances, 
and on a long-term scale, the syllabus, we see the characteristic of unpredictability. 
 Sensitive to Initial Conditions 
 　 The butter fly ef fect is often used to illustrate sensitivity to initial conditions, of 
nonproportionality of input to output: a butterfly flapping its wings in Brazil may cause a 
tornado in Texas (Lorenz, 1972).  ALM is the opposite: it ignores the effects of differing initial 
conditions.  In the previous section on nonlinearity, we saw how Fries (1945, p. 3) defined a 
person who has “learned” L2: he has mastered the phonetics and the basic syntax of the foreign 
language.  Fries goes on to say (p. 3): “This degree of mastery of a foreign language can be 
achieved by most adults, by means of a scientific approach with satisfactorily selected and 
organized materials, within approximately three months.” The key phrase is “most adults”: the 
initial state of the learner is immaterial. (The one exception is the learner with some experience 
with L2; see the next section below.) Fries does place responsibility on the student to “give 
himself whole heartedly to the strenuous business of learning the new language” (p. 5). 
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Nevertheless, ALM dwells little on how individual needs and differences can impact the L2 
learning outcome, except in adapting model dialogues to match “students’ interest or situation, 
through changing certain key words or phrases” (Richards ＆ Rodgers, 2014, p. 71).  The 
relatively small changes represented here will generally not lead to the nonproportionality of 
outcomes. 
 　 In contrast to ALM, CLT does pay attention to individual needs and differences.  Indeed, 
Richards and Rodgers (2014, p. 99) state that CLT teachers have the role of a needs analyst 
through assessing their students; “[o]n the basis of such needs assessments, teachers are 
expected to plan group and individual instruction that responds to the learners’ needs.” 
Sensitivity to initial conditions and nonproportionality manifest themselves in many CLT 
activities.  For example, a negotiation for meaning for the same utterance will result in a wide 
variety of negotiation steps depending on who the interlocutors are (differences in initial input 
correspond to different sets of interlocutors).  In group discussions, even though the same 
topic may be discussed, dif ferent groups will produce a wide variety of L2 usage and 
conversation outcomes (dif ferences in initial input correspond to dif ferent sets of group 
members). 
 Open 
 　 At its foundation, ALM is a closed system.  Returning to the quote from Fries (1945, p. 3) in 
the section on nonlinearity, we can see that ALM teaching is organized around a limited set of 
L2 vocabulary items, conforming to the scientific method which often tries to reduce the 
number of free parameters as much as possible.  Fries writes (p. 5), “The techniques of 
scientific descriptive analysis ... can provide a thorough and consistent check of the language 
material itself and thus furnish the basis for the selection of the most efficient materials to 
guide the ef forts of the learner.” The drills and pattern practices meant to bring about 
automatic habits give little leeway for students to add extra information from outside the 
“system”: all the information should come from the instructor and carefully selected teaching 
materials.  In fact, Fries writes (p. 5) that students with knowledge of L2 outside of what was 
being taught may do worse than students with no L2 experience but who have been taught with 
the ALM method from the beginning. 
 　 CLT is an open system in that information from the outside is freely introduced to the class. 
Learners can be a source of information; Breen and Candlin (1980, p. 100) say the learner 
“should contribute as much as he gains, and thereby learn in an interdependent way.” Realia 
(from outside the classroom) are often used as learning materials.  Textbooks, a mainstay of 
ALM and a closed source of information, have been called into question in the framework of 
CLT.  Medgyes (1990, p. 107) describes some of the arguments against the textbook: “it is too 
general, boring, stuf fed with cliché characters; it usually restricts activity to language 
presentation and controlled practice instead of stimulating real interaction.” Allwright (1990, 
pp. 141 ― 143) argues for learner’s guides to language learning as alternatives or as supplements 
to textbooks.  Such guides would form a core around which extended activities (e. g., 
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simulations, role-plays, communication games) would be built, necessitating the use of sources 
outside commercially published materials. 
 Self-organizing 
 　 ALM is a teacher-centered method: “The teacher models the target language, controls the 
direction and pace of learning, and monitors and corrects the learners’ performance” (Richards 
＆ Rodgers, 2014, p. 69).  The procedure of the class is predetermined before the first lesson is 
taught.  Classoom interactions are limited and prescribed: “[l]anguage learning is seen to result 
from active verbal interaction between the teacher and learners” (p. 69).  Students are 
precluded from being a source of self-organization; “[t]hey are not encouraged to initiate 
interaction, because this may lead to mistakes” (p. 69). 
 　 In CLT, there are many opportunities in which self-organization may occur.  For example, in 
task-based activities, the roles students undertake emerge as they search for efficient ways to 
accomplish their task during pre-task planning.  Even roles decided at random through rock-
paper-scissors come from within the group.  In group discussions, various relationships may 
emerge during the activity: some members may become dominant; some members may start a 
private side chat based on interest; or the members may divide into factions.  In the Fishbowl 
(Klippel, 1984, p. 9; Kindt, et al., 1999, pp. 243 ― 249) discussion activity, where a talking-
forbidden outer circle member may initiate a seat change with a talking-allowed inner circle 
member, the seat changing patterns self-organize to follow Zipf’s distribution law (Larsen-
Freeman, 1997, pp. 150 ― 151), where the number of simultaneous seat changes is inversely 
proportional to its frequency. 
 Feedback Sensitive 
 　 Feedback is an intrinsic component of ALM through the stimulus-response-reinforcement 
model of learning (Richards ＆ Rodgers, 2014, p. 64).  Brooks (1964, p. 268) states, “the shorter 
the time lapse between performance and knowledge of rightness and wrongness, the better the 
learning.  There appears to be, by immediate feedback, a reinforcement of the right response if 
it is immediately known to be right.” However, the presence of feedback alone is insufficient; 
sensitivity to feedback is necessary.  Note that ALM can enter a regime of insensitivity arising 
from the fatigue of too many pattern drills as noted by Rivers (1964, p. 69) (the word “set” 
refers to a type of motivation (p. 83)): 
 With pattern drill, unless there is a set to learn the material and a positive attitude toward the drill on the 
part of the student, no reinforcement will be perceived and the effects of the drill will be interpreted as 
punishing.  On the other hand, even with a set to learn, if the student experiences tedium and boredom 
through too much repetitive drill the approval of the teacher may cease to have a reinforcing effect, and 
knowledge of results may no longer be satisfying. 
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 　 In CLT activities, the priority placed on meaning leads to feedback sensitivity among 
learners: a group or pair activity cannot proceed unless one’s utterances are addressed by a 
partner who is attending to the meaning of the communication.  In contrast, a student 
practicing an ALM dialogue exercise (Richards ＆ Rodgers, 2014, p. 66; Brooks, 1964, p. 145) 
can actually wait for a partner to finish an utterance before reading aloud his or her own part 
without any understanding of the dialogue’s contents; there is sensitivity to timing but nothing 
else. 
 　 Yet, CLT also has its regime of insensitivity to feedback: by concentrating on meaning, 
errors and their corrections can be ignored as long as the meaning is taken.  Even when a 
partner gives a grammatically better phrasing of an utterance, which is an implicit error 
correction (Brown ＆ Lee, 2015, pp. 270 ― 271), the student may not pick up on it.  One solution 
would have students trained in noticing features in their own language (pp. 469 ― 470), a type of 
self-feedback. 
 Adaptive 
 　 A CAS, modeled as “multiple agents interacting with each other,” is adaptive because the 
system’s “agents’ behavior is based on their past interactions, and current and past interactions 
together feed back into future behavior” (Blythe ＆ Croft, 2009, p. 47).  We can apply this view 
of adaptation to ALM if we expand the notion of “agent” to include the various components of 
one’s L2 system, such as sound, form, order, vocabulary, and meaning (Brooks, 1964, p. 111). 
These components adapt when faced with the positive or negative reinforcement of the 
stimulus-response-reinforcement learning model (Richards ＆ Rodgers, 2013, p. 64). 
Alternatively, if we take the CAS agents to be teacher and student, then there is a type of 
adaptation promoted by ALM: 
 There is an important intermediate step between dialogue and discussion called dialogue adaptation, in 
which the expressions learned in the dialogue are, with the aid of the teacher, at once made personal by 
the student and adapted to communication about himself and his interests. (Brooks, 1964, pp. 145 ― 146) 
 As a system, the interacting teacher and student create a dialogue that builds on what was said 
previously with new information provided by the student and modified by the teacher.  Note 
that through the participation of the instructor, the L2 will be grammatically correct. 
 　 In CLT, returning to negotiation for meaning, we have a two-agent system similar to the 
dialogue adaptation described above, but in this case, the two agents’ L2 may be co-adapting as 
they attempt to communicate meaning (the teacher’s linguistic system does not change in 
ALM, only the student’s).  In group work, negotiation for meaning occurs in many-to-one 
configurations, as well as the pair configuration during side conversations apart from the main 
discussion.  Through negotiation for meaning, the system adapts to reach common 
understanding of the constituent members’ L2 utterances.  However, unlike in ALM, there is no 
guarantee of correctness for the L2 utterances, leading to possibly questionable adaptations 
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made to the constituents’ L2.  Brown and Lee (2015, p. 270) label this point as the myth, 
“students’ errors will be reinforced in small groups.” They cite Long and Porter (1985, pp. 218 ―
 219, 222 ― 223) to reassure us that “levels of accuracy maintained in unsupervised groups are as 
high as those in teacher-monitored whole class work” (Brown ＆ Lee, 2015, p. 270). 
 　 On the other hand, ALM would consider the negotiation process inefficient, as students are 
not trained linguists.  Fries (1945, p. 5) claims that even for native speaker teachers, those 
untrained will not find target language practices “economically and efficiently”; they “will be 
more likely to mislead than to help” students.  Yet, in the next section we will see how efficient 
methods may be too much of a shortcut and lead to a poorer command of L2 in competences 
other than the grammatical. 
 Fitness Landscapes 
 　 A fitness landscape can be described as follows.  If we can assign a fitness value to a 
particular configuration of a system, for example, the average TOEFL score of the students in a 
class at a particular time, and map out the fitness value for all possible system configurations, 
that is, the different combinations arising from the variability of student L2 competence, then 
we have created an abstract, and multidimensional, fitness landscape (Kauffman, 1995, p. 149). 
In the example given above, the average TOEFL score of the class changes as each student’s 
L2 improves or worsens. (Admittedly, it would be impractical to assess TOEFL scores at each 
moment, but they are used for illustrative purposes in this thought experiment.) The 
multidimensionality of the fitness landscape comes not only from the number of students in the 
class and their L2 ability but also from the variables associated with each student, such as 
knowledge of grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, usage, and so on.  These variables change 
as students interact and negotiate meaning, so the landscape itself is not static but is always 
changing (see the discussion on “evolution of coevolution” in Kauffman, 1995, pp. 221 ― 224). 
 　 As a system evolves, it explores its fitness landscape, seeking peaks; Kauffman calls this an 
“adaptive walk” (1995, p. 166).  In a negotiation for meaning, the interlocutors are conducting 
an adaptive walk across an L2 fitness landscape, seeking a fitness peak which represents 
mutual understanding.  Each change in the students’ L2 moves the system along somewhere 
on the fitness landscape.  In a landscape there can be multiple peaks, some higher than others, 
but a system can stop an adaptive walk once a mutually satisfactory peak has been reached (p. 
167).  This may be trapping the interlocutors on a “poor local peak” (p. 180); this can be a form 
of fossilization, where learners are fluent but poor in accuracy (Richards ＆ Rodgers, 2014, pp. 
103 ― 104).  A “God’s-eye view” (Kauffman, 1995, p. 180), having a wider view of the current 
location and its surroundings, is necessary to reach a higher peak, for example, through the 
intervention of the instructor. 
 　 ALM, through drills, pattern practice, and instructor reinforcement, can set a student upon 
an L2 fitness peak.  Yet, it will be an isolated peak.  The peak consists of contributions from the 
grammatical point being drilled but no contributions from the other competences; the student 
will have learned a particular pattern, but may not be able to apply it.  The peak is extremely 
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steep: any changes the student tries to make in L2, that is, any steps taken to explore other 
areas of the landscape, will lead to a precipitous drop in fitness.  As Richards and Rodgers 
(2014, p. 72) note, “[s]tudents were often found to be unable to transfer skills acquired through 
Audiolingualism to real communication outside the classroom ....” 
 　 In CLT, as mentioned above, students take an adaptive walk over a landscape, but the fitness 
encompasses many more characteristics than grammar.  Each step along a fitness landscape 
may see changes in the discourse, sociolinguistic, and strategic competence as well as in 
grammatical competence.  Larsen-Freeman and Cameron call these simultaneous changes in 
subsystems, “soft assembly” (2008, pp. 169 ― 172; the term originated in cognitive science 
(Thelen ＆ Smith, 1994)).  With the additional characteristics coming into play, though the 
utterance aimed at may be the same as the one in ALM, the CLT peak is in an entirely different 
location on the L2 fitness landscape (one large difference being that the ALM peak represents 
an individual student’s variables but the CLT peak represents those of a group).  The CLT peak 
is also not as isolated, for changes in one variable of one member of a group will usually not 
greatly alter the average fitness value because at the same time, since members are interacting, 
these changes can affect the variables of others; this is known among geneticists as epistatic 
coupling (Kauffman, 1995, p. 170).  Kauffman calls this type of fitness landscape “correlated” 
where “[n]earby points tend to have similar heights.  The high points are easier to find, for the 
terrain offers clues about the best directions in which to proceed” (p. 169).  As students 
negotiate for meaning, they offer clues to each other as to how to gain understanding through 
the various types of competence available to them. 
 Conclusion 
 　 In many ways ALM is the antithesis of a CAS: it tries to be predictable, linear, and restricted 
in order to be as efficient as possible.  Students are placed on high fitness peaks via drills 
without any hill climbing or terrain exploration that might engage some competence other than 
grammatical.  On the other hand, ALM is feedback sensitive (feedback from the instructor) 
and does recognize the value of adaptation toward meaningfulness. 
 　 CLT mirrors a CAS closely: it relies on the interaction of (communication by) the system’s 
agents (students) so that meaning and L2 usage, involving multiple kinds of competence, 
emerge; negotiation for meaning represents an exploratory walk on the fitness landscape.  But 
once meaning is established, that is, a local peak is reached, the students rarely continue 
exploring for a higher peak. 
 　 If one follows Beckner, et al. (2009) in taking language as a CAS (as opposed to a static 
description of language from structural linguistics (Ellis ＆ Larsen-Freeman, 2009, p. 2; Larsen-
Freeman ＆ Cameron, 2008, p. 134)), then CLT would be the method of choice.  CLT 
incorporates more types of competence than ALM and thus creates a deeper and wider 
foundation for L2 communication in students.  Nevertheless, ALM has a place in the modern 
classroom when accuracy is the focus, the weak link in CLT. 
 　 There have been other comparisons of ALM and CLT, for example Finocchiaro and 
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Brumfit’s 22 ― point list (1983, pp. 91 ― 93).  A CAS analysis, however, helps to pinpoint areas to 
improve in activities and syllabi, especially for CLT.  Tasks can be made more dynamic by 
increasing student input opportunities.  Complexity can be controlled by examining how 
negotiation for meaning occurs in an activity.  Tasks can be designed to engage several kinds of 
communicative competence simultaneously to increase nonlinearity.  Tasks can be improved by 
being pushed into the edge of chaos regime, for example, by changing their timing or 
increasing feedback sensitivity.  Novelty can be introduced by having a wide variety of task 
types.  That task outcomes vary wildly with different group members (initial conditions) can be 
anticipated and even exploited, as in a competition between groups.  Information flow from 
beyond the classroom walls can be encouraged.  Students can be given responsibilities and free 
reign to organize tasks.  Training in noticing can be undertaken.  Compared to ALM, more 
time is needed in CLT for adaptation and fitness landscape exploration.  Attention can be paid 
to making activities meaningful as in ALM’s dialogue adaptation. 
 　 In the end, students’ needs should take priority in using ALM-type or CLT-type teaching. 
The CAS perspective is another tool which teachers can use in developing better pedagogy, by 
giving guidelines as to what areas, such as the Larsen-Freeman ten or fitness landscapes, can 
be adjusted to achieve an L2 learning objective. 
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SYNOPSIS
 William KUMAI 
 Audiolingual Method vs. Communicative Language 
Teaching from the Perspective of Complexity Theory 
 　 Complexity theory and its related concept of the complex adaptive system (CAS) are used to 
compare and analyze the Audiolingual Method (ALM) and Communicative Language Teaching 
(CLT) approaches to teaching foreign languages.  A CAS has ten characteristics associated with it 
(Larsen-Freeman, 1997, p. 142): dynamic, complex, nonlinear, chaotic, unpredictable, sensitive to 
initial conditions, open, self-organizing, feedback sensitive, and adaptive.  Of these, ALM has 
congruency with feedback sensitivity and adaptivity, whereas CLT is compatible with all ten.  
Finally, the two ways of teaching language are examined via fitness landscapes.  The fitness 
landscape for ALM resembles tall, steep, isolated peaks, indicating why learners with relatively 
accurate L2 have trouble transferring their skills to real communicative situations.  The fitness 
landscape for CLT is considerably more complex as it encompasses variables from interacting 
learners as well as competence outside of the grammatical.  Climbing the peaks is a less efficient 
process than in ALM but, again, more variables are involved and overall communicative 
competence is improved.  Fitness landscapes can explain the fossilization phenomenon of fluent 
but less accurate students where they are trapped on local peaks. 
